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<<<<<<<<<<Resume>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  ::Sitting in the ready room, waiting for the Zakdorns to be escorted in for questioning. ::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz:  ::Is in Sickbay with the Zakdorn glaring at him::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::leaves Sickbay, still shivering after the Doc's cold equipment, and colder bedside manner:: Self: Waste of time.....::changes his voice:: 'see the doctor...fix the ship'. Well LET ME.

TO_Badd:  ::follows along behind the scientists, eyeing them suspiciously:: Scientists: Here, in this turbolift, please. ::waits for them to enter before following::

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::At science 1, bringing in the last data on the aliens and on the Zakdorn underground facility::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz:  ::grins as the CEO leaves sickbay::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  *EO*: McKnight, how are we on repairs? Is there anything more we can do without a drydock at this point?

EO_Ltjg_McKnight:  ::runs a stress test on the repaired transport buffers::

SMurf:  <Zakdorn_Troop> TO_Koraz: We are ready to return to our planet now.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  *CSO*: Ensign Ix, if your ready please join me, out guests are on their way.

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::taps her badge::*CO*: On my way, Captain.

TO_Badd:  TL: Bridge. ::glances to the scientists:: Scientists: So... Giant squids, eh? Outrageous!

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::turns her chair around, gets up and heads to the ready room::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz:  Zakdorn_troop: Oh no your to stay on board.. CO's orders

EO_Ltjg_McKnight:  *CEO* The hull breach is patched up but I'd feel better if it got the once over in dry dock, even I have to admit on the fly hull repairs aren't the best

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::enters a Turbolift and buttons up his jacket:: TL: BRIDGE!

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  *EO*: Well that, and I'd like to get the hull ironed out after that small incident with the squid.

SMurf:  <Rastari> TO_Badd:: Squids? You pleb.

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::rings the buzzer of the ready room::

SMurf:  <Zakdorn_Troop> TO_Koraz: I don't take my orders from your Captain nor did I ask to be brought on board. Release us.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Door: Enter

TO_Badd:  Rastari: Hey, I fish off Nantucket; I know a squid when I see it.

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::enters as the door opens, nodding at Aan and standing in front of his desk::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::Steps out onto the Bridge and sees only replacement officers....:: Self: Ugh...great.

TO_Badd:  ::motions for the scientists to exit as the TL opens:: Rastari: That room across the way. ::indicates the ready room::

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  ::Stands and collects the padds he's been working on. :: CSO: Ready?  ::Heads out of his ready room and moves to the debriefing room.::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz:  Zakdorn_Troop: I am asking nicely please stay ::wonders what the Doc would say if she messed up the sickbay:: I would prefer this to go easy and not by fisty cuffs

SMurf:  <Rastari> ::turns to his colleague:: Melaster: See, Melaster, why our plan was required.

SMurf:  <Melaster> ::stays quiet::

CSO_Ens_Ix:  CO: That depends. Do you have a strategy in mind for the interrogation?

EO_Ltjg_McKnight:  ::moves to the pool table and checks the main systems::

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::follows the CO::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::walks over to the centre chair and sits down slowly:: All: Uhm....as...you were.

SMurf:  <Zakdorn Troop> TO: Release us at once. You have no grounds to hold us.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  CSO:  shock and awe...Oh, gentlemen, if you’ll follow me please.  ::motions for the Zakdorns and the security team to follow them to the Briefing room.::

TO_Badd:  ::follows the scientists, watching for any sudden moves::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz:  Zakdorn_Troop: Cannot do that until the CO says so ::looks to gauge his reaction but starts to get herself on guard for trouble::

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  ::leads the way into the briefing room, motions for the Zakdorn to sit and takes the seat at he head of the table.::

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::continues following Aan, intentionally ignoring the Zakdornians::

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::sits beside the Captain, setting her PADD in front of her::

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari:  All right, let me get a few things out of the way before we start, so we know where were at...

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::rubs against the chair's fabric:: Self: Niiice.

SMurf:  <Zakdorn_Troop> ::turns to another troop and gestures to him::

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  ::Stand and places the three padds he's been carrying in front of the two Zakdorn. :: Rastari:  This is the crew manifest of the Cargo ship and the Federation runabout that were lost, with all hands aboard due to your holding that creature against its will.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  Yeoman: Hey you. I'd like a tall Rakjatino, with steamed milk. And a biscotti. Thanks.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari:  You'll also find the injury and damage reports, for your own people as well as my ship

SMurf:  <Rastari> ::interrupts:: CO: Who are you?

SMurf:  <Yeoman> CEO: Right...

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari: I’m not done yet.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz:  ::Taps comm Badge turns her back slightly and whispers:: *TO_Badd:* I believe we may have so trouble brewing in Sickbay please make your way up here

TO_Badd:  Rastari: Show some respect for the Captain!

SMurf:  <Rastari> CO: Nor was I. ::walks and sits down in a chair of his choosing::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  Yeoman: Thanks.

EO_Ltjg_McKnight:  ::runs a diagnostic on the impulse propulsion system, seeing as they are currently stationary::

TO_Badd:  ::looks to the other security staff in the RR:: *aCTO*: Right, on my way. ::leaves the room and makes for the TL:: TL: Sickbay. 

CSO_Ens_Ix:  ::follows Rastari with unblinking eyes::

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari:  Now, I know your people pride themselves on their intellectual prowess, so I'm assuming in the time you held this creature you were able to ascertain its intelligence, after all, we were able to do so in a few short hours

SMurf:  <Zakdorn_Troop> ::contacts his troops on Zakdorn::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::accesses the console embedded in the chair:: Self: Shiny.

SMurf:  ACTION: Five of the Zakdorn troops in Sickbay de-materialize.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  *EO*: McKnight, how are the SIF generator tests going?

SMurf:  <Melaster> ::follows his leaders example and sits down::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz:  ::Sees the Zakdorn disappear and Taps commbadge:: *CEO*: Please advise we have Zakdorn beaming off anyway to stop it, and quickly

SMurf:  ACTION: Another party beams off.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari:  And given the size and nature of the complex you were holding it in, as well as the damping field around it, I'd say your not the only ones involved in this cover-up.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::snaps to:: Computer: RAISE SHIELDS.

TO_Badd:  ::jogs into sickbay:: *aCTO*: Alright, what's the... Oh, man.

SMurf:  <Rastari> CO: You do like to tatter on and on don't you. And all this time, I still don't know who you are?

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  ::stands up:: *aCTO*: Get someone up here, Ensign.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  SO: Scan for the trace of that transporter signal.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari: So, lets not waist time arguing over either you were in your rights, and let's get down to you telling me who else is responsible for this, unless you want to go down for this yourselves.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari:  I'm the one who had to clean up your mess.

EO_Ltjg_McKnight: *CEO* The tests look good sir, I....::notices the shields have been raised::....and you may like the know our shields are holding strong

SMurf:  <Zakdorn_Troop> aCTO: This is illegal! We have done nothing but assist you and now we are being held prisoner! Release us at once!

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: *CEO* Please advise when they cannot be beamed off ::hears the CEO:: On way

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  *CO*: Captain, we have a problem. ::accesses the internal sensors:: We have lost 10 of our honoured guests from Sickbay. Someone transported them off the ship.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto:  *aCTO*: Shields are raised, but I need you at your station Ensign.

CO_Cmdr_Aan:  Rastari: Commander A'an Selzah, Captain of this ship, the Kraken.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: TO_Badd:: watch them I need to got to the bridge

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::glances at the CO when she hears the comm::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::runs out of sickbay and heads for the TL, Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: Ah! The Kraken! What an apt name. Very poetic!

TO_Badd: ::nods to the aCTO:: Trooper: Hey, buddy, chill; we're investigating stuff, okay?

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::Leaves the TL and walks up to the TAC station::

SMurf: <Zakdorn Troop> TO: You are holding us prisoner!

CO_Cmdr_Aan: *CEO*:  Inform them that they are being given thorough medical scans to ensure there isn’t any kind of cross species contamination, we are dealing with an unknown subspace entity after all.  And get on the comm with the 
Zakdorn command, tell them the same.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: aCTO: I want to know where that transporter signal came from, now.

EO_Ltjg_McKnight: ::makes sure his tool kit is near by:: Self: I hope I wont be needing you today.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: *CEO*: keep our shield up and if they protest any further, place them in quarantine.

CSO_Ens_Ix: Rastari: I do believe the Captain asked you a question.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: *CO*: Sir, tell who? Wait. ::closes the comm::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: CEO: Aye Sir :: Starts looking for the Transporter signal::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: aCTO: We have a hail, put it on screen.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  Yeah, its a riot.  I've got a lot of dead bodies on my hands Doctor, you'll forgive me if I don’t applaud your observation.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: CEO: Signal came from the Planet, :: puts the hail on Screen: On screen sir

SMurf: <Rastari> CSO: Ah, you speak too! You aren't just a pretty face after all. ::turns to the Captain:: CO: Why would I answer your questions, exactly.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: *CEO*:  The troops in medical.

SMurf: <Governor_Kree> COM: CEO: You must be Captain A'an?

TO_Badd: Trooper: Nah, we're investigating a disturbance on a Federation vessel; it's not imprisonment until you've been here at *least* 24 hours. Or something. I don't actually read the handbook they give out for these things.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: aCTO: Tell your deputy to calm the troopers down.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::turns to the screen and adjusts his collar:: COM: Governor: No, this is To....Uhm, I am Lieutenant Adalberto.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari: I'm assuming you don’t want to go to prison alone, we've got everything we need to charge you with the deaths of  these people, as well as the abduction of the entity itself.

SMurf: <Zakdorn_Troop> TO: You like playing games, don't you. ::steps right up to him:: This won't be forgotten.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::glares at the CEO and taps comm badge:: *TO* Please keep the troops in hand down there please ::Smiles:: Chiefs request

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: COM: Governor: I demand to know why you transported your people off this ship without our permission....Mister?

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: Oh, you really are quite amateur aren't you. Why would I care if others go 'down' with me, as you so bluntly put it? My own fate seems sealed. Might as well take my secrets with me.

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::turns her attention to the other Zakdornian. Must be a student. Might have more luck with him::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Turns to the younger Zakdorn.:: Rastari:  I wonder if your assistant will be so quick to throw himself on his sword, he's still got his whole life ahead of him.

SMurf: <Governor_Kree> COM: CEO: No, no, I need your commander. I don't have time to speak to people who'll only have to relay my message anyway.

TO_Badd: Trooper: Heh, you might not, but I certainly will. We've got this mutli-ship beer pong tourney coming up; I'm totally gonna knock that flight girl down a peg.

SMurf: <Melaster> CO: I have dedicated my life to Professor Rastari. I would happily die. ::gives the CSO a wanting look::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::takes a step forwards:: COM: Governor: The Captain is busy. What.Can.I.Do.For.You?

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  As for taking your secrets to your grave, well, I doubt a federation inquiry is what your government wants, so I wouldnt worry about that.

SMurf: <Zakdorn_Troop> TO: Beer.. pong? Some kind of strategic game, I assume?

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  I have to wonder though, what were you thinking?  Why would you abduct them in the first place?

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: :is looking at the screen just taking everything in::

SMurf: <Governor_Kree> COM: CEO: You could.. get. Me. Your. Commanding. Officer. ::returns the CEO's tone::

TO_Badd: Trooper: Oh, totally. The points system is based off tossing this little ball off angled surfaces, and trying to get it into a cup. It's friggin' nads, yo.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  What were you possibly hoping to gain.

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::looks at Melaster, then at Rastari and finally at Aan.::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::motions for the aCTO to cut the channel::

SMurf: <Zakdorn_Troop> TO: We have a penchant for strategic games. Show me.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::Cuts Channel:: CEO: Charming fellow isn't he

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: aCTO: I might just have him over for dinner.

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: Well, this has been amusing. ::stands up::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::laughs::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::taps on his Padd. :: CSO:  Take the younger one to another room and question him.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Stands:: Rastari:  SIT...DOWN.

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::nods, wanting to do just that, but not voicing it. She gets up:: Melaster: Follow me.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: aCTO: Let them call back. ::hears the yelling from the Ready room:: I think the Cap is busy

TO_Badd: ::eyes the Zakdorn for a moment before moving to a replicator:: Computer: One BP cup and a ping pong ball, eh? ::takes the items as they materialize::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: CSO: Make sure he realizes what his devotion to his mentor will cost him, and what the charges they're facing means.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::sit back down and accesses the LCARS library and runs the image of the man on screen against the database::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::raises her eyebrow at the shouting:: CEO: How long do you think it will take to call back .... and be polite

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::glances at the CO, knowing exactly what motivates scientists:: CO: Yes sir.

EO_Ltjg_McKnight: ::continues to run diagnostics on the impulse drive while monitoring the shields::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::receives a hit after a few moments and looks over at Koraz:: aCTO: I just hung up on a Chief Governor.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::looks down at and decides to run a scan of the area, looks up at the CEO smiling:: CEO: and its only just clicked

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::makes sure Melaster is following and takes him to the bridge, and the Science One. She keeps her eyes on the young man at all times::

SMurf: <Rastari> ::looks at the Captain with a smile:: CO: No thank you, Commander A'an Selzah, Serial Number 1030611-002, graduated Starfleet Academy on Stardate 10307.03. Lots of medals, but a reprimand in there too...

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: CEO: Look at it from your point of view hopefully he will call back soon?

TO_Badd: ::moves to an unused console and sets the cup on it:: Trooper: Alright, here's how it works; you stand a little ways away, like this. Now, you can just toss the ball into the cup, but that won't be worth many points. Bounce it off somethin', and... ::tosses the ball, bouncing it off an angled screen on the console and into the cup::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Turns back to Rastari.:: Rastari:  I have a bad temper....want to see it?

TO_Badd: Trooper: Boom! That's, like, 10 points right there.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: aCTO: Let's hope.

SMurf: <Zakdorn_Troop> TO: Hmm.. I see. What are the incentives?

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::Looks down as she hears a blip:: CEO: Sir incoming hail from DS6

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: aCTO: On screen!

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Shakes his head.:: Rastari:  I just don’t understand your kind?  You're so full of yourselves, so self important, you don’t even realize the damage that you've done.  Or is it you just don’t care?

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::puts it on Screen::

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: Yes, I suppose you do after what the Cardassians did to you, to your siblings. Poor Jasse.. Palaa and oh ::clutches a hand to his chest:: your sweet twin sister Nalas...

CSO_Ens_Ix: Melaster: Have you ever seen a Starfleet science  console. It is connected to state-of-the-art sensors and fully equipped labs dedicated to Biology, Geology, Physics ... and the Astronomy department, you won't believe what they have there. Had you ever been aboard a Starfleet vessel?

SMurf: <Adm_Rice> COM: CEO: Chief... what on Andorians blue moon is going on over there?

SMurf: <Melaster> CSO: You have to get me away from him.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::looks up as she sees the Adm on screen and bites her lower lip::

CSO_Ens_Ix: Self: Easier than I thought

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: COM: Admiral: Admiral, we have a situation brewing. I'd rather not go into the whole story, our Operations officer will upload the transcripts to you now. ::nods to the OPS officer:: But currently we are interrogating Zakdorn scientists for possible illegal experiments on intelligent space faring beings.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Scoffs at Rastari::  Rastari:  Please, do you have any idea how many others have tried to use my past against me?

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  But you don’t need to try to get under my skin, your already there.

CSO_Ens_Ix: Melaster: If you tell us exactly who is behind this and why they did it, we can help you. We will make sure he is brought to justice. Tell me what happened.

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: Yes, I suppose so, but then it was rather interesting seeing how you were declared mentally unfit...

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  So, here's what’s going to happen.  Were going to get your assistant to talk, he;s going to give us everyone involved with this and your all going to go to prison.  Then I'm going to see to it personally that every mention of your name is synonymous with failure.  Your every achievement, your every donation to the sciences questioned...

SMurf: <Melaster> CSO: Just Rastari, but if he hears me telling you this, he'll kill me like his previous assistants.. I need you to protect me.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari: And cleared, you need to do better than that.

CSO_Ens_Ix: Melaster: He cannot harm you while you are aboard this ship. All we need is evidence that he is the sole responsible and he will go to trial. We already have evidence of the underground facility. What did he want with the aliens?

TO_Badd: Trooper: Well, every time someone misses the cup, you have to take a drink. If the ball goes in, you have to chug the whole thing. Everyone goes until they can't drink no more, and whoever has the most points wins. Everyone puts in a little latinum, usually, or something a little more personal depending on how big the game is.

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: Yes, I am also pretty sure that is what will happen. ::smiles:: So why are we wasting our time here?

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  You'll be considered a failure by your government, your people, because you couldn’t keep your mouth shut around your lessers, such a basic mistake in strategy, my my

SMurf: <Melaster> CSO: He'll get me, I know it... he's very cunning. I bet even now he has a plan.

CSO_Ens_Ix: Melaster: Does he have connections in the Zakdornian army? In the government?

SMurf: <Adm_Rice> COM: CEO: I just got off the horn with the Zakdorn government threatening to withdraw from the Federation.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Shrugs.:: Rastari:  What can I say, I think its important for people to know when their beaten. ::Motions for the security team.::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::Looks at the CEO wondering if it was him cutting comms::

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: Think what you want, but my plan was flawless. ::looks very content::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Security:  Escort our friend back to his cell, and make sure he's kept away from his assistant.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: COM: Admiral: Admiral, from what we've gathered, they should be kicked out. Have you received the data we transmitted?

SMurf: <Melaster> CSO: He's acting alone, I told you. He was dishonourably discharged from the military over 30 years ago.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: Rastari:  I'm going to enjoy looking up penal colonies you to.

CSO_Ens_Ix: Melaster: Then you don't have to worry. With the evidence we have and your testimony he will be convicted, for both imprisoning a sentient life form and for the deaths of his previous assistants.

CSO_Ens_Ix: Melaster: What were you doing to the creature?

SMurf: <Adm_Rice> COM: CEO: I didn't ask for your opinion on Zakdorn Federation relations, Lieutenant! The Zakdorn claim they are learning of this situation at the same time as we are and in the meantime you have their troops being held on board!

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::turns and walks to the door, then stops and turns back. ::  Rastari:  Just out of curiosity, why did you abduct that poor thing?  Other than being huge, its not all that impressive,

SMurf: <Melaster> CSO: I only studied it, tried to feed it.

SMurf: <Rastari> CO: You'll find out, soon enough.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::raises her eyebrow and bites her lower lip::

CSO_Ens_Ix: Melaster: He must have wanted something from it. Did you try communicating?

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: COM: Admiral: Then I suggest you wait for Captain A'an's report, Admiral. ::wonders if he should cut her off too, but thinks better of it::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Shrugs. :: Rastari:  suit yourself, don’t drop the soap

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Walks out of the briefing room and heads for the bridge.::

SMurf: <Melaster > CSO: I know.. I could take you to the lab. I have the records there. They're all encrypted, but I am sure they must have survived. I could give you access, just so long as you protect me from him.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Fights the urge to fling the padd across the room.::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::Is intrigued by the conversation between the CEO and Adm::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Takes a deep breath and walks back onto the bridge. :: All: report..... ::Notices the Admiral on the screen.::

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::nods at the young scientist:: Melaster: We will figure out the best way to do what. As I said, he cannot touch you while you are aboard this ship.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::side steps:: CO: All yours Cap!

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::Suddenly Jumps as she hears the CO::

SMurf: <Adm_Rice> COM: CEO/CO: You are to release the troops immediately. I am shocked that despite years of good relations with the Zakdorn, you'd accuse them of being a part of this, especially as they also lost people!

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::walks towards his station and smiles at Koraz:: aCTO: Brass...

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::listens to the Admiral's angry words, but still agreeing the CO made the right call::

SMurf: <Melaster> CSO: You have nothing to convict him. You need evidence otherwise it's my word against his. Let me get you those reports in return for my safety, please.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::Smiles at the CEO with a "You Bastard" smirk::  COM: Adm_Rice:  Admiral, the security forces were not being held, they were being treated, and afterwards, examined to rule out any kind of cross species contamination.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::grins at the CEO's Comment and then looks at the screen to see what the CO is going to say, is all very intriguing::

SMurf: <Zakdorn Troop> ::gets the ball in a cup:: TO: So now a drink?

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::looks at Melaster's pleading eyes:: Melaster: We will do what we can. But it will be dangerous to go there. We can take an armed escort but there are no guarantees.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: CSO: Take Malaster and a security team and get what we need to charge that bastard.

CO_Cmdr_Aan: aCTO:  Go with them and guard him with your life!

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::looks at the CO, not expecting such a quick decision:: CO: Yes Captain. And Perhaps Lt. Adalberto should also go since he has been there before.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: CO: Aye Sir

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::sits down at Engineering and starts bringing up the repair schedules, glad to be out of that damn chair::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: COM:  Adm_Rice:  Like they always seem to do, the Zakdorn have jumped to a conclusion and I'll contact them personally to set the record straight

TO_Badd: Trooper: Yup! ::takes a drink of his ale::

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: ::walks up to the CSO::

SMurf: <Adm_Rice> COM: CO: Cut the crap, Captain. We both know how this works. ::pauses and sighs:: Look, off the record, I'd have done the same, but do you have any idea what it's like trying to calm down an obnoxious Zakdorn Governor? Do me a favour and just get them their troops back.

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::approaches Koraz:: aCTO: This should be quick. The facility is in ruins. we go in, access the computer to download the data and beam out.

SMurf: <Zakdorn Troop> ::gets another ball in:: TO: Drink more!

CO_Cmdr_Aan: COM: Adm_Rice:  understood Admiral, Kraken out.

aCTO_Ens_Koraz: CSO: Sounds good to me .... but I am guessing its to going to be that easy .. nothing ever is

TO_Badd: ::chugs::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto: ::thinks that of course the Admiral would shout at him, and then sympathize with the Captain. Yellow shirts get no respect these days::

CO_Cmdr_Aan: *Taps his commbadge:: *TO*:  This is the Captain, escort the Zakdorn "Patients" to the transport room and send them on their way.

CSO_Ens_Ix: ::smiles:: aCTO: Afraid not. His boss seems to be very resourceful. He might have left booby-traps. Also, the Zakdornian government won't be happy to see us on their planet again.
aCTO_Ens_Koraz: CSO: Well we had best go and have some fun then

CO_Cmdr_Aan: ::sits in his command chair and shakes his head. :: Self: Hate Zakdorns...  aOPS:  Open a channel to the Zakdorn high command, lets get the grovelling over with.


SMurf:: <<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>
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